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the nexrad x series offers a wide variety of advanced features and
connectivity that make the x series the most complete nexrad radio on
the market. the x series offers five receivers, two eight-channel models
to meet the most demanding applications, as well as all the features to

make your workday more efficient and productive. the xprtm 5000
series is designed for the skilled professional who refuses to

compromise. with high-performance integratedvoice and data, and
advanced features for efficient operation, these next-generation radios

deliver complete connectivity to your organization. it offers a wide
variety of advanced features and connectivity that make the x series
the most complete nexrad radio on the market. with the mototrbotm
six-channel xprtm 5000e series, you can stay connected to the right

people and information, regardless of their location. and with a 6-watt
output, the xprtm 5000e series offers a strong signal for voice

communication, while maintaining a strong signal for data
communication. the xprtm 5000e series is rugged enough to withstand

daily use in the workplace and meets military 810 c,d,e and f and
ip54/55 specifications. the xprtm series offers advanced features such

as: flexible 2.5g operation using gsm, cdma, tdma, and gprs; 3-way
voice allows multiple groups to talk to each other; 2-way group

repeaters allow for many groups on a single channel; rds for radio data
systems (rds) display of stations info. on digital displays; channel

scanning scan for all available frequencies; multiple user identification
for multiple users on one channel; caller name identification allows

caller name display on the digital displays; multi-group routing allows
callers to be connected directly to the groups they wish to

communicate with.
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